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Hierarchies, Graphs, and 
Networks (oh my)
C. Andrews



Hierarchies

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/theroyalfamily/10173347/The-Royal-Family-tree.html
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What are we trying to discover?
It is all about structure and relationships
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Trees
Node-link graph Challenges

We need to display both structure and data

Structure consumes space

The amount of data grows exponentially with the 
depth



Conventional tree visualization

http://www.informatik.uni-koeln.de/ls_juenger/research/vbctool/

http://www.informatik.uni-koeln.de/ls_juenger/research/vbctool/


Radial layout

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4339607

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4339607


SpaceTree

Grosjean, et al. “SpaceTree: Supporting Exploration in Large Node Link Tree, Design Evolution and Empirical Evaluation”



Two views of a tree



Cone Trees

Robertson et al., “Cone Trees: Animated 3D Visualizations of Hierarchical Information”



Hyperbolic browser

The tree  is laid out in 
hyperbolic space and 
mapped back to the unit 
circle.

Lamping et al. “A Focus + Context Technique Based on 
Hyperbolic Geometry for Visualizing large Hierarchies”

Can show 10x the number of 
nodes of a standard 2D 
approach (1000 vs. 100)



3D Hyperbolic Tree

Walrus

http://www.caida.org/tools/visualization/walrus/


Force-directed radial layout

http://www.autodeskresearch.com/projects/orgorgchart

http://www.autodeskresearch.com/projects/orgorgchart


Degree-of-Interest (DOI) Trees

Card and Nation, “Degree-of-Interest Trees: A 
Component of an Attention-Reactive User Interface”



Degree-of-Interest Trees

Card and Nation, “Degree-of-Interest Trees: A 
Component of an Attention-Reactive User Interface”



Space filling trees
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Treemaps http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VisuMillion/

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VisuMillion/


Building a treemap

makeTreeMap(node, orientation) 
for each child of node 
if orientation is vertical 
create rectangle with width scaled as proper    
percentage of node 
if child has children 
makeTreeMap(child, horizontal) 

else 
create rectangle with height scaled as proper 
percentage of node 
if child has children 
makeTreeMap(child, vertical) 



Treemaps

North America 
United States ($200) 
Canada ($200) 

Europe 
Germany ($150) 
Austria ($100) 
Russia ($150) 
Sweden ($100) 

Asia 
S. Korea ($50) 
China ($50)

Example: Sales figures ($M)

$1000

borrowed from M. Porath
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Nested treemap

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap-history/

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap-history/


Cushion treemaps

Sequoia View



Not a cushion treemap

Grand Perspective



The aspect ratio problem...

Sequoia View



The aspect ratio problem...

Which one is bigger?

Trick Question!

100

900

300

300



Squarified treemaps

Bruls, et al. “Squarified Treemaps”



Even more approaches...

18 

Fall 2013 CS 7450 

Compare results 
www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap-history/java_algorithms/LayoutApplet.html 

Compare 
   - slice and dice 
   - squarified 
   - strip 
   - pivot 
techniques by 
   - aspect ratio 
      width to height 
   - structural change  
       metric designed to 
        measure movements  
        of items 
   - readability 
       metric based on changes 
        in direction of eye gaze as  
        items scanned 

35 

Fall 2013 CS 7450 

Slice-and-dice Cluster Squarified 

Strip Pivot-by-size Pivot-by-middle 

36 

borrowed from J. Stasko



Example: Presidential election 2012

http://www.treemap.com/

http://www.treemap.com/datasets/uselections/US%20Presidential%20Elections%20-%202012-72dpi.png


Example: Movie budgets

http://www.treemap.com/

http://www.treemap.com/datasets/uselections/US%20Presidential%20Elections%20-%202012-72dpi.png


Example: News stories
http://newsmap.jp

http://newsmap.jp


Circular partition treemaps

Onak and Sidiropoulos, “Circular Partitions with Applications to Visualization and Embeddings”



Voronoi treemaps

Color plate 1: Voronoi Treemap visualization of the static structure of the software system ‘JFree’ (top), the outbound calls of classes by
other classes in the software system ‘ArgoUML’ (lower left), and the lines of code of files in the software system ‘JFree’ (lower right).
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Color plate 1: Voronoi Treemap visualization of the static structure of the software system ‘JFree’ (top), the outbound calls of classes by
other classes in the software system ‘ArgoUML’ (lower left), and the lines of code of files in the software system ‘JFree’ (lower right).
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Color plate 1: Voronoi Treemap visualization of the static structure of the software system ‘JFree’ (top), the outbound calls of classes by
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Balzer et al. “Voronoi Treemaps for the Visualization of Software Metrics”



Voronoi Treemaps

Figure 10: Enhanced AW Voronoi Treemap layout of 4075 nodes at
10 hierarchy levels (a brighter color indicates a lower hierarchy level)

become very large. Thus, with regard to computation time, other
Treemap layout algorithms outperform this method by far. This
problem is diminished by using distributed computing environ-
ments. The recursive structure of the Treemap algorithm and the
ability to massively parallelize the computation of the CVTs, enable
an almost perfect linear scalability with the number of processors
used. In the existing prototype implementation of the layout algo-
rithm, a variable number of compute servers is utilized to generate
even large Treemap layouts within a reasonable time—using eight
Intel Xeon CPUs each with 2.4 GHz, the computation of Figure 10
required 7:13 minutes, and that of Figure 11 required 5:48 minutes.
Indeed, this method is not appropriate for real time calculation.

In future work, the properties and abilities of the presented layout
method will be studied extensively. For example, the restriction of
the movement of the generators, and the temporal coherence of the
subareas, will be investigated. That will permit ordered layouts, and
the visualization of time-variant data sets respectively. Also, adap-
tations of the presented method to other layout problems outside
the Treemap domain will be addressed, such as the visualization of
georeferenced statistical data.
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Circular treemaps

http://visualign.wordpress.com/tag/treemap/

http://visualign.wordpress.com/tag/treemap/


Networks

Tree Network



Graph representations

A
B

C

edge source sink
1 A B
2 B C

node attr1 attr2
A - -
B - -
C - -

Node - link diagram

vertex and edge tables adjacency lists

A: B 
B: A, C 
C: B

A B C
A 0 1 0
B 1 0 1
C 0 1 0

adjacency matrix



Shneiderman’s NetViz Nirvana

Every node is visible 

For every node, you can count its degree 

For every link you can follow it from source to destination 

Clusters and outliers are identifiable



Aesthetic considerations

Minimize 
• edge crossings 
• area 
• line bends 
• line slopes 
• total edge length 
• max edge length 
• edge length variance

Maximize 
• smallest angle between edges 
• symmetry



Graph visualization

What do nodes look like? What do links look like?

How do we lay out the graph?



Edge styles

Straight Orthogonal

Curved



Common layout styles

Hierarchical 

Force directed 

Circular 

Geographic 

Clustered 

Matrix 

Attribute based
http://www.thenetworkthinkers.com/2013/03/big-data.html

http://www.thenetworkthinkers.com/2013/03/big-data.html


Hierarchical graph layout

http://www.roguewave.com/

Sugiyama layout

http://www.roguewave.com/portals/0/products/visualization/docs/views/5.6.jp/Views.html#page/OptionsGraphLayout/layouts.5.13.html


Force-directed layout
Constraint-based layout



Force directed layout

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4600693

http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4600693


Circular layout

http://www.perceptualedge.com/blog/?p=680

http://www.perceptualedge.com/blog/?p=680


Circular graph + hierarchical edge bundling

http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111116/bundle.html

http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111116/bundle.html


Chord diagram

http://www.facegroup.com/tag/influencers

http://www.facegroup.com/tag/influencers


http://bost.ocks.org/mike/uberdata/

http://bost.ocks.org/mike/uberdata/


Geographic

https://www.metabunk.org/threads/visualizing-flight-paths-above-30-000-feet.812/

https://www.metabunk.org/threads/visualizing-flight-paths-above-30-000-feet.812/


Clustered graph layout

Balzer and Deussen, “Level of Detail 
Visualization of Clustered Graph Layouts”

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/nodexl/

http://www.personal.psu.edu/lug129/blogs/serendipity/graph-drawing/

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/nodexl/
http://www.personal.psu.edu/lug129/blogs/serendipity/graph-drawing/


Adjacency matrix

http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/

http://hci.stanford.edu/jheer/files/zoo/


MatrixExplorer
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MatrixExplorer: a Dual-Representation System to Explore 

Social Networks

Nathalie Henry and Jean-Daniel Fekete 

Abstract— MatrixExplorer is a network visualization system that uses two representations: node-link diagrams and matrices.  Its 

design comes from a list of requirements formalized after several interviews and a participatory design session conducted with 

social science researchers.  Although matrices are commonly used in social networks analysis, very few systems support the 

matrix-based representations to visualize and analyze networks. 

MatrixExplorer provides several novel features to support the exploration of social networks with a matrix-based representation, in 

addition to the standard interactive filtering and clustering functions. It provides tools to reorder (layout) matrices, to annotate and 

compare findings across different layouts and find consensus among several clusterings.  MatrixExplorer also supports Node-link 

diagram views which are familiar to most users and remain a convenient way to publish or communicate exploration results.  

Matrix and node-link representations are kept synchronized at all stages of the exploration process. 

Index Terms— social networks visualization, node-link diagrams, matrix-based representations, exploratory process, matrix 

ordering, interactive clustering, consensus. 

 

 
Fig. 1. MatrixExplorer showing two synchronized representations of the same network: matrix on the left and node-link on the right. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Information visualization has been used to support social network 

analysis since the 1930s.  Social scientists use visual representations 
both to explore datasets and to communicate their results.  Some 
information visualization systems focus on exploration, taking 
advantage of features of the human perceptual system to discern 
visual patterns in the data.  Others help researchers draw social 
networks, usually in the form of node-link diagrams to represent 
trees and graphs.  Although adjacency matrices have played an 
important role in social networks analysis since the 1940s [16], few 

social scientists use their visual representations to communicate their 
findings. 

This article presents MatrixExplorer (Figure 1), which offers both 
node-link and matrix representations to help sociologists and 
historians explore and communicate social networks.  The node-link 
diagrams provide intuitive representations for relatively small 
networks, and, when adequately visualized, remain a powerful means 
of communication.  MatrixExplorer also provides tools for 
reorganizing, clustering and filtering graphs using a matrix 
representation.  These matrices are always readable, even for large 
and dense graphs, and thus support exploration throughout the 
analysis process.  MatrixExplorer offers several novel features to 
help explore complex social networks, using the most suitable 
representation at any time. 

This paper is organized as follows: we first present related work 
and describe the requirements for a visual exploration system that we 
defined together with social sciences researchers.  We then describe 
MatrixExplorer and detail its major features for matrix-based 
representations.  We conclude with discussion and future work. 

 
x Nathalie Henry is with INRIA Futurs/LRI and University of Sydney, 

E-Mail: Nathalie.henry@lri.fr. 
x Jean-Daniel Fekete is INRIA Futurs/LRI,  

E-Mail: jean-daniel.fekete@inria.fr. 
Manuscript received 31 March 2006; accepted 1 August 2006; posted online 6 
November 2006. 
For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send e-mail to: 
tvcg@computer.org. 
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MatrixExplorer

Henry and Fekete, “MatrixExplorer: a Dual-Representation 
System to Explore Social Networks”
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alters the data structure.  Therefore, participants asked that the 
system remind them that filtered data still exists. 
 
R10 - Clusters: In social networks analysis, cluster detection or 
community detection is very important and required for exploration. 
A large panel of automatic methods exists to cluster networks.  Users 
may also detect them manually.  As for the graph layout, participants 
wanted to combine interaction with automatic algorithms.  They 
expressed the need to handle several clusterings for a network and to 
annotate their clusters (giving each a name and a description). 
 
R11 - Outliers: Social researchers are interested in outliers.  For 
example, they try to understand why an actor has a different 
connection pattern or why two actors do not communicate within the 
same cluster.  A system should not only filter outliers as dataset 
noise but support their discovery. 
 
R12 - Consensus: Participants deal most of the time with multivariate 
data, i.e. several kind of relationships and attributes for actors.  Thus 
they compute several clusterings depending on the attributes chosen 
and the visual representations.  Participants asked for tools to 
identify a consensus among the clusters or differences. 
 
R13 - Aggregation: Participants agreed that aggregating networks 
based on the clusters or communities was a useful feature to reduce 
the network size and help present results.  However, they were 
concerned by the loss of information when dealing with aggregated 
networks and insisted in being able to get back to the full data when 
exploring the aggregated networks. 

4 MATRIXEXPLORER 
MatrixExplorer is a first attempt to fulfil social sciences researchers’ 
requirements for an exploratory system.  In this section, we describe 
MatrixExplorer’s main features. 

4.1 Coupling node-link diagrams and matrices 
MatrixExplorer is based on two representations: matrix-based and 

node-link diagrams meeting the first requirement of our users (R1).  
Node-link and matrix visualizations are synchronized in order to let 
the user work with both representations, switching smoothly from 
one to the other. 

Multiple visualizations are synchronized by selection and 
filtering.  Basically, if a user selects a set of actors in the matrix, this 
same set will be selected in all other visualizations (selection) and 
data filtered in one visualization will disappear from all others 
(filtering).  Selection improves the transition from one representation 
to the other and constitutes the core of the coupling.  Filtering 
preserves the coherence of the visualizations by presenting the same 
data, even if the attributes visualized are different. 

In addition, visualizations can be synchronized by any visual 
attribute, simply by interactively setting the same attribute for the 
same visual variable.  Thus, the user still has the possibility to not 
synchronize the visualizations in order to compare two attributes.  
With our system, users explore their networks using both 
representations, accomplishing tasks more easily with one 
representation or the other and visualizing the effect of a selection, or 
filtering, on all visualizations and their overviews. 

Figure 3 shows a dual-representation of a co-authoring network 
and the correspondence of visual patterns in matrix and node-link 
representations. The process to obtain both representations follows: 
the user first automatically ordered the matrix, identified clusters 
(communities) and attributed colors to identify them.  He then 
switched to a node-link diagram, displaying the community colors 
and laying the network out manually in order to better visualize how 
communities are linked and organized.  Finally, moving back and 
forth between both representations, he identified the global structure 
of the network. 

 
Fig. 3. Visual patterns in Matrix and Node-link representations of 
social networks. A represents an actor connecting several 
communities, B a community and C a clique (complete sub-graph). 

4.2 Overviews 

4.2.1 Datasets and workspace overview 
MatrixExplorer proposes a quick overview of the user workspace.  
This overview includes for each dataset: general information on the 
graph and a visual overview of the related visualizations created by 
the user (Figure 4).  This visualization covers requirements R4 
(dataset general information) and R6 (analytical information) as well 
as R3 (Overview). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Workspace Overview. In this session, the user created 4 
distinct visualizations (from left to right): matrix-based representation, 
node-link diagram of the full network, connected component 
visualization, and finally, matrix-based representation of one selected 
connected component. 

Information appearing for each graph is: name, directed or not, 
number of vertices, number of edges, number of connected 
components, number of vertex attributes and their labels, the number 
of edge attributes and their labels, global density of the graph, 
minimum and maximum degree, and in/out degree if the graph is 
directed.  We defined this list with social-science researchers, who 
specifically pointed out the lack of information about the attributed 
of vertices and edges (R4 and R6).  

The different visualizations related to a dataset are shown below 
this information, as thumbnails.  With the workspace overview, the 
user has a reminder of existing visualizations, as exploring a social 
network can generate many windows and can show/hide 
visualizations in one click. 



TouchGraph



Case Study: VAST 2008 Challenge

Correa et al.

http://hcil2.cs.umd.edu/newvarepository/VAST%2520Challenge%25202008/challenges/MC3%2520-%2520Cell%2520Phone%2520Calls/entries/University%2520of%2520California,%2520Davis%2520-%2520MobiVis/
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